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Abstract. Narrowing is a method for solving equations in the equa-
tional theories of term rewriting systems. Unification and rewriting, the
central operations in narrowing, are often implemented on graph-like
data structures to exploit sharing of common subexpressions. In this pa-
per, we study the completeness of narrowing in graph-based implemen-
tations. We show that the well-known condition for the completeness
of tree-based narrowing, viz. a normalizing and confluent term rewrite
relation, does not suffice. Completeness is restored, however, if the imple-
menting graph rewrite relation is normalizing and confluent. We address
basic narrowing and show its completeness for innermost normalizing
and confluent graph rewriting. Then we consider the combination of ba-
sic narrowing with two strategies for controlling sharing, obtaining min-
imally collapsing and maximally collapsing basic narrowing. The former
is shown to be complete in the presence of innermost normalization and
confluence, the latter in the presence of termination and confluence. Max-
imally collapsing narrowing sometimes speeds up narrowing derivations
drastically. Our results on minimally collapsing basic narrowing correct
analogous claims by Krishna Rao [Proc. JICSLP’96] which are based on
an incomplete version of term graph narrowing.

1 Introduction

Narrowing is a method for solving equations in the equational theories defined
by term rewriting systems. To ensure the completeness of this method, the term
rewrite relation has to be normalizing and confluent. A huge number of nar-
rowing strategies has been proposed to reduce the search space of narrowing
while maintaining completeness (see the survey of Hanus [9]). Almost all of this
work considers narrowing as a relation on terms, i.e. trees, although rewriting
and unification—the central operations in narrowing—are often implemented on
graph-like data structures to allow sharing of common subexpressions.
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Sharing saves space and also time, as repeated evaluations of expressions
are avoided. Consider, for instance, the rule fib(s(s(x)))→ fib(s(x)) + fib(x)
from a specification of the Fibonacci function. Applying this rule to an expression
of the form fib(s(s(t))) requires copying the subterm t in order to obtain the
result fib(s(t)) + fib(t). But this copying duplicates work as the subterm t
now has to be evaluated twice. The obvious solution to this problem is to use a
graph-like representation of expressions in which subexpressions like t are shared
rather than copied. Similarly, it is well-known that an efficient implementation
of the unification operation requires sharing certain subexpressions (see [12,3]).
In a graph-based implementation, however, narrowing is incomplete for cer-

tain rewrite systems over which tree-based narrowing is complete. We demon-
strate this by the following rules1:

R



f(x)→ g(x, x)
a→ b

g(a, b)→ c
g(b, b)→ f(a)

The term rewrite relation of this system is normalizing and confluent, a suffi-
cient condition for the completeness of (unrestricted) tree-based narrowing [20].
But the goal f(a) =? c cannot be solved in an implementation with sharing,
although f(a) and c are equivalent terms. The reason is that sharing prevents
a rewriting of f(a) into c, as shown in the picture below. (Notice that there is
no step corresponding to the term rewrite step g(a, a)→ g(a, b).) For the same
reason, the graph rewrite relation of the above system is neither normalizing nor
confluent.

=?

f c

a

⇒
⇒

=?

g c

a

⇐=
=?

f c
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⇒

⇒

=?

g c

b

In this paper, we provide completeness results for narrowing in graph-based
implementations (where completeness means that for every solution to a goal, a
solution can be computed that is at least as general). More precisely, we use the

1 This system was used in [17] as a counterexample to confluence of term graph rewrit-
ing. Independently, Middeldorp and Hamoen invented the same system as a coun-
terexample to completeness of basic narrowing [15].
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setting of term graph narrowing [7] and show completeness (and incompleteness)
of various strategies.
Basic term graph narrowing is shown to be complete for innermost normal-

izing and confluent term graph rewriting, where innermost normalization can
be relaxed to normalization if all rewrite rules are right-linear. A counterexam-
ple reveals that normalization and confluence are not sufficient in general for
this strategy. We then introduce minimally collapsing and maximally collaps-
ing narrowing. While the former introduces only as much sharing as necessary,
the latter creates a full sharing prior to every rewrite step. We present an ex-
ample where maximally collapsing narrowing reduces an exponential number of
necessary narrowing steps to a linear number. The combination of minimally
collapsing and basic narrowing remains complete for innermost normalizing and
confluent graph rewriting. A counterexample shows that this condition is not
sufficient for maximally collapsing narrowing. Here termination and confluence
ensure completeness, even under the combination with basic narrowing.
Our results on minimally collapsing basic narrowing correct analogous claims

of Krishna Rao [14] which are based on an incomplete version of term graph
narrowing. The problem with that version is that it does not allow a collapsing
between the application of the unifier and the rewrite step. As a consequence,
narrowing is incomplete for a non-left-linear system like {f(x, x)→ a} (belonging
to all three classes of rewrite systems addressed by the main results of [14]). The
goal f(x, y) =? a, for instance, is not solvable with such a kind of narrowing.

2 Term Graphs and Substitutions

Let Σ be a set of function symbols. Each function symbol f comes with a natural
number arity(f) ≥ 0. Function symbols of arity 0 are called constants. We further
assume that there is an infinite set Var of variables such that Var ∩Σ = ∅. For
each variable x, we set arity(x) = 0.
A hypergraph over Σ ∪ Var is a system G = 〈VG, EG, labG, attG〉 consist-

ing of two finite sets VG and EG of nodes and hyperedges, a labelling function
labG: EG → Σ ∪ Var, and an attachment function attG: EG → V∗G which as-
signs a string of nodes to a hyperedge e such that the length of attG(e) is
1 + arity(labG(e)). Given an edge e with attG(e) = v v1 . . . vn, node v is the
result node of e while v1, . . . , vn are the argument nodes. The result node is de-
noted by res(e). The set of variables occurring in G is denoted by Var(G), that
is, Var(G) = labG(EG) ∩Var. In the following, hypergraphs and hyperedges are
simply called graphs and edges.

Definition 1 (term graph). A graph G is a term graph if

(1) there is a node rootG from which each node is reachable,
(2) G is acyclic, and
(3) each node is the result node of a unique edge.

The picture in the introduction shows four term graphs with function symbols
=?, g, f, a, b and c, where =? and g are binary, f is unary, and a, b and c are
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constants. We represent edges by their labels and omit nodes (as there is a one-
to-one correspondence between edges and nodes). Arrows point to the arguments
of a function symbol, where the order among the arguments is given by the left-
to-right order of the arrows leaving the symbol.

Definition 2 (term representation). A node v in a term graph G represents
the term termG(v) = labG(e)(termG(v1), . . . , termG(vn)), where e is the unique
edge with res(e) = v, and where attG(e) = v v1 . . . vn.

By Definition 1, termG(v) is a well-defined term overΣ∪Var. In the following
we abbreviate termG(rootG) by term(G).
A graph morphism f :G → H between two graphs G and H consists of

two functions fV: VG → VH and fE: EG → EH satisfying labH ◦ fE = labG
and attH ◦ fE = f∗V ◦ attG (where f

∗
V: V

∗
G → V

∗
H maps a string v1 . . . vn to

fV(v1) . . . fV(vn)). The morphism f is an isomorphism if fV and fE are bijective.
In this case G and H are isomorphic, which is denoted by G ∼= H .

Definition 3 (collapsing). Given two term graphs G and H, G collapses to
H if there is a graph morphism c:G → H mapping rootG to rootH . This is
denoted by G �c H or simply by G � H. We write G �c H or G � H if c is
non-injective. The latter kind of collapsing is said to be proper. A term graph G
is fully collapsed if there is no H with G � H.

It is easy to see that the collapse morphisms are the surjective morphisms
between term graphs and that G � H implies term(G) = term(H).
A substitution pair x/G consists of a variable x and a term graph G. Given

a term graph H and an edge e in H labelled with x, the application of x/G to
e proceeds in two steps: (1) Remove e from H , yielding the graph H − {e}, and
(2) construct the disjoint union (H−{e})+G and fuse the result node of e with
rootG.

Definition 4 (term graph substitution). A term graph substitution (or
substitution for short) is a finite set α = {x1/G1, . . . , xn/Gn} of substitu-
tion pairs such that x1, . . . , xn are pairwise distinct and xi 6= term(Gi) for
i = 1, . . . , n. The domain of α is the set Dom(α) = {x1, . . . , xn}. The appli-
cation of α to a term graph H yields the term graph Hα which is obtained
by applying all substitution pairs in α simultaneously to all edges with label in
Dom(α).

We assume that the reader is familiar with substitutions on terms. Given a
term graph substitution α, we denote by αterm the associated term substitution
{x/term(G) | x/G ∈ α}. The restriction of a term or term graph substitution σ
to a subset V of Var is denoted by σ|V .

3 Term Graph Narrowing

In this section we briefly review term graph rewriting and narrowing. We first
recall some properties of relations and basic concepts of term rewriting systems
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(for an introduction one may consult [2] or [5,13]). Let A be a set and → be
a binary relation on A. Then →∗ and ↔∗ denote the transitive-reflexive and
symmetric-transitive-reflexive closures of →. The relation → is confluent if for
all a, b, c with b←∗ a→∗ c there is some d such that b→∗ d←∗ c. The relation
→ is terminating if there is no infinite sequence a1 → a2 → a3 → . . . An element
a is a normal form if there is no b such that a→ b. The relation→ is normalizing
if for each a there is a normal form b such that a→∗ b.
A term rewrite rule l → r consists of two terms l and r such that l is not a

variable and all variables in r occur also in l. A set R of term rewrite rules is a
term rewriting system. The term rewrite relation associated with R is denoted
by →R.
For every term t, let Mt be a tree representing t and ♦t be a term graph

representing t such that only variables are shared.2 Given a graph G, we write
G for the graph that results from removing all edges labelled with variables. For
each node v, we denote by G|v the subgraph consisting of all nodes reachable
from v and all edges having these nodes as result nodes.

Definition 5 (redex and preredex). Let G be a term graph, v be a node in
G, and l → r be a rule in R. The pair 〈v, l → r〉 is a redex if there is a graph
morphism red:♦l → G, called the redex morphism, such that red(root♦l) = v.
The pair 〈v, l → r〉 is a preredex if there is a term substitution σ such that
termG(v) = lσ.

While every redex is a preredex, the converse need not hold if there are re-
peated variables in the left-hand side l of l → r. In this case a suitable collapsing
of G can turn the preredex 〈v, l → r〉 into a redex.

Definition 6 (term graph rewriting). Let G,H be term graphs and
〈v, l → r〉 be a redex in G with redex morphism red:♦l → G. Then there is
a proper rewrite step G ⇒v, l→r H if H is isomorphic to the term graph G3
constructed as follows:

(1) G1 = G − {e} is the graph obtained from G by removing the unique edge e
having result node v.

(2) G2 is the graph obtained from the disjoint union G1 + ♦r by
– identifying v with root♦r,
– identifying red(v1) with v2, for each pair 〈v1, v2〉 ∈ V♦l × V♦r with
term♦l(v1) = term♦r(v2) ∈ Var.

(3) G3 = G2|rootG is the term graph obtained from G2 by removing all nodes
and edges not reachable from rootG (“garbage collection”).

We define the term graph rewrite relation ⇒R by adding proper collapse steps:
G ⇒R H if G � H or G ⇒v, l→r H for some redex 〈v, l → r〉. A sequence
G ∼= G1 ⇒R G2 ⇒R . . .⇒R Gn = H is a term graph rewrite derivation and is
denoted by G⇒∗R H.

2 In other words, ♦t is a term graph such that there exists a surjective graph morphism
Mt→ ♦t that identifies two edges e1 and e2 iff labMt(e1) = labMt(e2) ∈ Var.
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The purpose of collapse steps is twofold: they are sometimes necessary to
enable the application of a rule with repeated variables in its left-hand side (see
the remark below Definition 5), and in certain cases they can speed up rewriting
and narrowing drastically (see Example 1).
Now we turn to term graph narrowing which, like conventional term narrow-

ing, aims at solving equations modulo the equational theory defined by a term
rewriting system.
Recall that a set of terms {t1, . . . , tn} is unifiable if there is a term substitu-

tion σ such that t1σ = t2σ = . . . = tnσ, and that in this case there exists a most
general unifier σ with this property.

Definition 7 (term graph narrowing). Let G and H be term graphs, U be
a set of non-variable nodes in G, l → r be a rule3 in R, and α be a term graph
substitution. Then there is a narrowing step G  U, l→r, α H if αterm is a most
general unifier of {termG(u) | u ∈ U} ∪ {l}, and

Gα�
c
G′ =⇒
v, l→r

H

for some collapsing Gα �c G′ such that U = c−1(v).4 We denote such a step also
by G  α H. A sequence of narrowing steps G ∼= G1  α1 G2  α2 . . .  αn−1
Gn = H is a term graph narrowing derivation and is denoted by G ∗α H, where
α = α1α2 . . .αn−1.

5

The present definition of term graph narrowing extends the definition in [7]
in that the latter corresponds to the special case where all nodes in the set U
represent the same term.
From now on we assume that R contains the rule x =? x→ true, where the

binary function symbol =? and the constant true do not occur in any other rule.
A goal is a term of the form s =? t such that s and t do not contain =? and
true. A solution of this goal is a term substitution σ satisfying sσ ↔∗R tσ.

Example 1. The system

R




exp(0)→ s(0)
exp(s(x))→ exp(x) + exp(x)
x =? x→ true

specifies the function exp:n 7→ 2n on natural numbers, where the result is rep-
resented as a term over {0, s,+}. Figure 1 demonstrates that goals of the form

exp(x) =? s(0) + . . .+ s(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n-times

can be solved in n+2 steps if narrowing steps merge two occurrences of an exp-
call into one call. In contrast, tree-based narrowing (and also the “minimally

3 We assume that this rule has no common variables with G. If this is not the case,
then the variables in l→ r are renamed into variables from Var−Var(G).

4 Given a graph morphism f :G → H and a node v in H , f−1(v) denotes the set
{v ∈ VG | f(v) = v}.

5 The composition of term graph substitutions is defined analogously to the term case.
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Fig. 1. A term graph narrowing derivation

collapsing narrowing” of Section 6) needs a number of steps exponential in n to
solve these goals.

In [7] it is shown that term graph narrowing is sound for arbitrary term
rewriting systems and complete for systems R with a normalizing and confluent
graph rewrite relation ⇒R.

Theorem 1 (soundness and completeness of narrowing). Let G be a
term graph such that term(G) is a goal s =? t.

1. If G ∗α Mtrue, then αterm is a solution of s =? t.
2. If⇒R is normalizing and confluent, then for every solution σ of s =? t there
exists a narrowing derivation G ∗β Mtrue such that βterm ≤R σ [Var(G)].6

6 Given term substitutions σ and τ , and V ⊆ V ar, we write σ =R τ [V ] if xσ ↔
∗
R xτ

for each x ∈ V , and σ ≤R τ [V ] if there is a substitution ρ such that σρ =R τ [V ].
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Sufficient conditions for confluence and termination of ⇒R can be found in
[18]. We just mention that if ⇒R is normalizing, then ⇒R is confluent if and
only if →R is confluent.

4 The Lifting Lemma

Now we show how to transform a term graph rewrite derivation G⇒∗R H , where
G = G′α for some substitution α, into a narrowing derivation G′  ∗β H ′ such
that H ′γ � H for some substitution γ. This Lifting Lemma is essential for
proving the completeness of the different narrowing strategies considered in the
following sections.
In [7] completeness is proved by a two-stage lifting of rewrite derivations:

derivations are transformed into “minimally collapsing” rewrite derivations which
in turn can be lifted to minimally collapsing narrowing derivations (being often
longer than the given rewrite derivations). This lifting mechanism cannot be
used to show, for example, the completeness of maximally collapsing narrow-
ing. Therefore we establish a new Lifting Lemma which lifts rewrite derivations
directly to narrowing derivations and, consequently, is more flexible to use.
Before stating the Lifting Lemma at the end of this section, we provide the

lemmata used in its proof. A key construction will be the suitable lifting of
collapsings “over” substitutions which is described in Lemma 3.

Lemma 1 (factorization of substitutions). Let G′α = G for some normal-
ized term graph substitution α,7 and U be a set of nodes in G′. Suppose that there
is a term l and a term substitution σ such that termG(u) = lσ for all u ∈ U .
Moreover, let V be a finite subset of Var such that Var(G′) ∪ Dom(α) ⊆ V .
Then there exist term graph substitutions β and γ such that (1) βterm is a most
general unifier of {termG′(u) | u ∈ U} ∪ {l}, (2) (βγ)|V = α, and (3) γ is
normalized.

Proof. Similar to the proof of the corresponding lemma in [7]. ut

Lemma 2 (induced collapsing). For every collapsing G �c H and substitu-
tion α there is a collapsing Gα �ĉ Hα.

The collapsing ĉ of Lemma 2 is said to be induced by c and α. Below we
lift a collapsing G′γ � H over the substitution γ to a collapsing G′ � H ′ such
that H ′γ � H . The collapsing G′ � H ′ is constructed in such a way that it
“approximates” G′γ � H as far as possible.

Lemma 3 (collapse lifting). Let G �c H be a collapsing and G′ be a term
graph such that G′α = G for some substitution α. Then there is a collapsing
G′ �d H ′ such that for all nodes v and w in G′, d(v) = d(w) if and only
if c(v) = c(w) and termG′(v) = termG′(w). Moreover, there is a collapsing
H ′α � H.

7 A term graph substitution α = {x1/G1, . . . , xn/Gn} is normalized if G1, . . . , Gn are
normal forms with respect to ⇒R.
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Proof. Let ∼ be the equivalence relation on VG′ defined by: v ∼ w if c(v) = c(w)
and termG′ (v) = termG′(w). Let VH′ be the set of equivalence classes of ∼,
and let dV: VG′ → VH′ map each node to its equivalence class. An analogous
construction yields the edge set EH′ and the mapping dE: EG′ → EH′ , where two
edges in G′ are equivalent if there source nodes are. Given an edge equivalence
class [e], define labH′ ([e]) = labG′(e) and attH′ ([e]) = [v][v1] . . . [vn] if attG′(e) =
v v1 . . . vn It is easy to see that H

′ is well-defined and that d = 〈dV, dE〉 is a
graph morphism. Now the collapsing H ′α �e H is defined by considering the
collapsing G′α �d̂ H

′α induced by d and α. Given any node v in H ′, select

some u ∈ d̂−1(v) and define e(v) = c(u). It is not difficult to verify that e is
well-defined.

If a collapsing is followed by a rewrite step such that the redex node has only
one preimage, the collapsing can be “shifted” behind the rewrite step.

Lemma 4 (collapse shifting [7]). Let G �c G′ ⇒v, l→r H be a collapsing
followed by a proper rewrite step such that c−1(v) contains a single node v. If
〈v, l→ r〉 is a redex, then there is a term graph H ′ such that G⇒v, l→r H ′ � H.

Now we are ready to show that a collapsing together with a subsequent
rewrite step can be lifted to a narrowing step.

Lemma 5. Let G � M ⇒v, l→r H be a rewrite derivation with one proper
rewrite step, and G′ be a term graph such that G′α = G for some normalized
substitution α. Moreover, let V ⊆ Var be a finite set of variables such that
Var(G′) ∪Dom(α) ⊆ V . Then there is a narrowing step G′  U, l→r, β H ′ and a
normalized substitution γ such that H ′γ � H and (βγ)|V = α.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume Var(l) ∩ V = ∅ (otherwise
the variables of l are renamed). Let U = c−1(v). Since 〈v, l → r〉 is a redex,
there is a term substitution σ such that termG(u) = termM (v) = lσ for each
u in U . Since α is normalized, all nodes in U are non-variable nodes in G′. By
Lemma 1, there exist term graph substitutions β and γ such that (1) βterm is
a most general unifier of {termG′ (u) | u ∈ U} ∪ {l}, (2) (βγ)|V = α, and (3)
γ is normalized. Let G′β �d M ′ be the lifting of the collapsing G � M over γ,
as specified in Lemma 3. By definition of d, there is a node v in M ′ such that
U = d−1(v). Moreover, for each u ∈ U and each (repeated) variable x in l, d
identifies the nodes in G′β|u corresponding to the occurrences of x in l. This is
because c identifies these nodes, too (otherwise 〈v, l → r〉 were not a redex).
Hence 〈v, l → r〉 is a redex in M ′.
Now, by Lemma 3, there is a collapsingM ′γ �e M . The construction of e in

the proof of Lemma 3 and the fact that c identifies all nodes in U imply e−1(v) =
{v}. Hence, by Lemma 4, there is a term graphH such thatM ′γ ⇒v, l→r H � H .
Since 〈v, l → r〉 is a redex inM ′, there is a restricted rewrite stepM ′ ⇒v, l→r H ′

such that H ′γ � H . This completes the proof of the lemma. ut
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Lemma 6 (Lifting Lemma). Let G⇒∗R H be a rewrite derivation and G
′ be

a term graph such that G′α = G for some normalized substitution α. Moreover,
let V be a finite subset of Var such that Var(G′) ∪ Dom(α) ⊆ V . Then there
is a narrowing derivation G′  ∗β H ′ and a normalized substitution γ such that
H ′γ � H and (βγ)|V = α.

Proof. By induction on the number of proper rewrite steps in G ⇒∗R H , using
Lemma 5. ut

5 Basic Term Graph Narrowing

In order to reduce the search space of narrowing, Hullot [11] introduced basic
narrowing as a restricted form of narrowing and showed its completeness over
terminating and confluent term rewriting systems. In this section, we define basic
term graph narrowing and show that it is complete whenever term graph rewrit-
ing is innermost normalizing and confluent. We also present a counterexample
showing that innermost normalization cannot be relaxed to normalization.
Given two nodes v and v′ in a term graph G, we write v ≥G v′ if v′ is

reachable from v, and by v >G v
′ we mean v ≥G v′ and v 6= v′.

Definition 8 (basic narrowing derivation). Let G1  α1 . . . αn−1 Gn be a
narrowing derivation where each step has the form Gi 7→ Giαi �ci G

′
i ⇒vi, li→ri

Gi+1. Define sets of nodes A1, . . . , An as follows: (i) A1 = Nonvar(G1)
8 and (ii)

for 1 ≤ i < n, Ai+1 = track(A∗i
′) + Nonvar(♦ri)9 where A∗i = {v ∈ ci(Ai) |

c−1i (v) ⊆ Ai} and A
∗
i
′ = A∗i − {v | vi ≥G′i v}. Nodes in Ai are basic nodes and

nodes in VGi −Ai are non-basic for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We say that the above narrowing
derivation is basic if c−1i (vi) ⊆ Ai for 1 ≤ i < n.

Definition 9 (basic rewrite derivation). Let G1 ⇒R . . .⇒R Gn be a rewrite
derivation and B ⊆ Nonvar(G1). Define sets of nodes B1, . . . , Bn as follows: (i)
B1 = B and (ii) for 1 ≤ i < n, Bi+1 = track(B′i) + Nonvar(♦ri), where B′i =
Bi−{v | vi ≥Gi v}, if Gi ⇒vi, li→ri Gi+1, and Bi+1 = {v ∈ ci(Bi) | c

−1
i (v) ⊆ Bi}

if Gi �ci Gi+1. The above rewrite derivation is basic with respect to B if vi ∈ Bi
for each proper rewrite step Gi ⇒vi, li→ri Gi+1.

While original narrowing considers any non-variable nodes in the goal, basic
narrowing discards all nodes that have been introduced by the substitution of a
previous narrowing step.

Definition 10. (innermost derivation) A proper rewrite step G⇒v, l→r H is
an innermost step if termG(v

′) is a normal form for all nodes v′ with v >G v
′. A

rewrite derivation G ⇒∗R H is an innermost derivation if all its proper rewrite

8 For a term graph G, Nonvar(G) is the set of non-variable nodes in G.
9 For every rewrite step G′ ⇒ H there is a partial function track:VG′ → VH which
sends each node in G′ to its descendant in H (see [7] for a formal definition).
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steps are innermost steps. The term graph rewrite relation ⇒R is innermost
normalizing if every term graph has a normal form which can be reached by an
innermost derivation.

Lemma 7 (innermost derivations are basic). Let G′ be a term graph and α
a normalized substitution. Every innermost term graph rewrite derivation start-
ing from G′α is basic with respect to Nonvar(G′).

Lemma 8 (lifting of basic derivations). Let α be a normalized substitution.
Lemma 6 transforms every term graph rewrite derivation G′α ⇒∗R H that is
basic with respect to Nonvar(G′) into a basic narrowing derivation G′  ∗β H ′.

The following property is proved in [7].

Lemma 9 (from solutions to term graph derivations). Let ⇒R be nor-
malizing and confluent, and G be a term graph such that term(G) is a goal
s =? t. Then for every solution σ of s =? t, there exists a normalized term graph
substitution α such that Gα⇒∗R Mtrue and αterm =R σ [Var(G)].

Combining Lemmata 9, 7 and 8, we obtain the completeness of basic term
graph narrowing.

Theorem 2 (completeness of basic term graph narrowing). Basic term
graph narrowing is complete10 whenever term graph rewriting is innermost nor-
malizing and confluent.

The following counterexample demonstrates that “innermost normalizing”
cannot be relaxed to “normalizing” (contrary to our claim in [8]).

Example 2. The following term rewriting system results from adding the rule
g(a, x)→ g(a, x) (and x =? x→ true) to the system shown in the introduction:

R




f(x)→ g(x, x)
a→ b

g(a, b)→ c
g(b, b)→ f(a)
g(a, x)→ g(a, x)
x =? x→ true

The new rule allows to copy a shared constant a. Now every term graph has a
unique normal form, which can be shown by induction on the size of term graphs.
Hence ⇒R is normalizing and confluent. However, the goal f(a) =

? c cannot be
solved by basic term graph narrowing. This can be seen from Figure 2, where we
underline function symbols at non-basic positions. Note that in every application
of g(a, x)→ g(a, x), the second argument of g becomes non-basic.

10 If not stated otherwise, completeness is always understood in the sense of the second
part of Theorem 1.
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Fig. 2. Incompleteness of basic term graph narrowing

6 Minimally Collapsing Narrowing

Term graph narrowing steps as introduced in Definition 7 are non-deterministic
not only with respect to the choice of the node set U and the rewrite rule l → r,
but also with respect to the collapsing Gα �c G′. In this and the next section
we consider the two extreme choices for this collapsing, obtaining minimally
collapsing and maximally collapsing narrowing.
Minimally collapsing rewrite derivations contain only collapse steps that are

necessary to apply non-left-linear rewrite rules. That is, each collapse step in
such a derivation turns a preredex of a non-left-linear rule into a redex.

Definition 11 (minimal collapsing). A collapsing G � M is minimal with
respect to a redex 〈v, l→ r〉 in M if for each term graph M ′ with G �M ′ �c M
and each preimage v′ ∈ c−1(v) of v in M ′, the preredex 〈v′, l → r〉 is not a
redex.

In particular, if G and M are isomorphic, then G � M is minimal since no
M ′ with G � M ′ � M exists. A proper collapsing G � M is minimal only if
l→ r is non-left-linear and cannot be applied at any preimage of v in G.

Definition 12 (minimally collapsing derivation). A rewrite derivation is
minimally collapsing if each collapse step G �M in the derivation is followed by
a proper rewrite step M ⇒v, l→r N such that G �M is minimal with respect to
〈v, l→ r〉. A narrowing derivation is minimally collapsing if for each narrowing
step G 7→ Gα �c G′ ⇒v, l→r H in the derivation, the collapsing Gα �c G′ is
minimal with respect to 〈v, l → r〉.

Note that in a minimally collapsing narrowing step G  U, l→r, α H , the set
U must be a singleton due to the definition of a minimal collapsing.
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Theorem 3 (completeness of minimally collapsing narrowing).
Minimally collapsing narrowing is complete whenever term graph rewriting is
normalizing and confluent.

Proof. By Theorem 4.8 of [7], for every rewrite derivation G ⇒∗R H there is a
minimally collapsing derivation G⇒∗R H

′ such that H ′ � H . By the construc-
tion of lifted collapsings in Lemma 3 and the proof of Lemma 5, every minimally
collapsing rewrite derivation is lifted by Lemma 6 to a minimally collapsing nar-
rowing derivation. Combining this with Lemma 9 yields the desired result. ut

We now consider the combination of minimally collapsing and basic narrow-
ing. By Example 2 we already know that this strategy is not complete in general
for normalizing and confluent term graph rewriting. To ensure completeness,
normalization has to be strengthened to innermost normalization or the given
rewrite system has to be right-linear.

Theorem 4 (completeness of minimally collapsing basic narrowing).
Minimally collapsing basic narrowing is complete whenever term graph rewriting
is innermost normalizing and confluent.

Proof. It is not difficult to check that Theorem 4.8 of [7] transforms every inner-
most rewrite derivation into a minimally collapsing innermost derivation. Hence,
the proposition is obtained by combining Lemmata 9, 7 and 8, and by using the
fact that lifting transforms minimally collapsing rewrite derivations into mini-
mally collapsing narrowing derivations. ut

Innermost normalization can be relaxed to normalization if the given rewrite
system is right-linear. This can be proved by using the corresponding result
for term narrowing [15], exploiting the fact that for right-linear systems, every
(basic) narrowing derivation on terms can be simulated by a minimally collapsing
(basic) narrowing derivation on term graphs.

Theorem 5 (completeness for right-linear systems).
Minimally collapsing basic narrowing is complete for right-linear term rewriting
systems over which term graph rewriting is normalizing and confluent.

Here we mean by “complete” that for every goal s =? t and every solution σ
of this goal, there exists a narrowing derivation M(s =? t)  ∗β Mtrue such that
βterm ≤R σ [Var(M(s =? t))]. That is, we consider only narrowing derivations
starting from the tree representation of the goal.

7 Maximally Collapsing Narrowing

We now consider maximally collapsing narrowing, that is, narrowing derivations
in which all involved collapse steps are maximal.While minimally collapsing nar-
rowing is complete when term graph rewriting is normalizing and confluent, we
show by a counterexample that this is not the case for maximally collapsing nar-
rowing. Completeness can be restored, however, by strengthening normalization
to termination.
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Definition 13. (maximally collapsing derivations) A rewrite derivation is
maximally collapsing if all its collapse steps yield fully collapsed term graphs
and if all proper rewrite steps start from fully collapsed term graphs. A narrow-
ing derivation is maximally collapsing if for each narrowing step G 7→ Gα �c
G′⇒v, l→r H in the derivation, G′ is fully collapsed.

In Example 1, for instance, the goal is solved by a maximally collapsing nar-
rowing derivation. The following counterexample demonstrates that maximally
collapsing narrowing, even when not restricted to basic narrowing, is not com-
plete in general for normalizing and confluent term graph rewriting.

Example 3. Consider the following term rewriting system:

R



g(x, y)→ g(a, a)

a→ b
g(a, b)→ b
x =? x→ true

Here ⇒R is normalizing and confluent since every term graph representing a
term of the form g(. . .) can be reduced to Mb. However, the tree Mg(a, a) repre-
senting g(a, a) cannot be reduced to this normal form by a maximally collapsing
derivation: the picture below shows all maximally collapsing derivations starting
from Mg(a, a). As a consequence, maximally collapsing term graph narrowing
cannot solve the goal g(a, a) =? b, although g(a, a)↔∗R b.

g

a a
�

g

a
⇒

g

a a
�

g

a
⇒ . . .

⇒

⇒

⇒

⇒
g

b

g

b

Now we show that maximally collapsing narrowing—even in combination
with basic narrowing—becomes complete when normalization is strengthened to
termination.

Theorem 6 (completeness of maximally collapsing basic narrowing).
Maximally collapsing basic narrowing is complete whenever term graph rewriting
is terminating and confluent.

Proof. If⇒R is terminating and confluent, then every term graph can be reduced
to its normal form by applying as long as possible in an alternating way maximal
collapse steps and (arbitrary) rewrite rules. Combining this with Lemmata 9, 7,
8 and the observation that the Lifting Lemma transforms maximally collapsing
rewrite derivations into maximally collapsing narrowing derivations, we obtain
the desired result. ut
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As a corollary of Theorem 6, maximally collapsing basic narrowing is com-
plete for all terminating and confluent term rewriting systems. For, the latter
are properly included in the class {R | ⇒R is terminating and confluent} (see
[17,18]).

8 Conclusion

We summarize our results about the completeness of term graph narrowing
strategies in the following table. Here the normalization and confluence prop-
erties refer to term graph rewriting, a “yes” indicates completeness and “no”
means that there exists a counterexample.

rightlinear, innermost
normalizing normalizing normalizing terminating
& confluent & confluent & confluent & confluent

basic no yes yes yes
min. coll. yes yes yes yes
min. coll. basic no yes yes yes
max. coll. no no ? yes
max. coll. basic no no ? yes

We conjecture that innermost normalization and confluence are sufficient to
make maximally collapsing basic narrowing complete.
A topic for future work is to investigate combinations of minimally and max-

imally collapsing narrowing with known refinements of basic (term) narrowing
such as LSE narrowing [4,19].
By employing stronger restrictions on rewrite rules, like non-ambiguity, left-

linearity etc., one may also adopt strategies like needed and lazy narrowing
[1,16,10] and consider their completeness when combined with various sharing
strategies. A first step into this direction is done in [6], where term graph nar-
rowing over orthogonal constructor systems is considered.
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